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karambugman (a play on manbog manbog) is an indian man who is seen in lego island, along with his wife and son. he seems to be an extremely happy person, and is seen laughing heartily when the player meets him. karambugman, as the name suggests, can be seen as a mischievous fellow, as he either speaks in nonsense or gets one of his many
minifigures to speak. if karambugman is seen talking, he will usually find some way to get into trouble, such as falling into a pit, getting caught in a trap, or causing the helicopter to crash. he also carries a cricket bat, which he uses to attack the player if the latter beats him in a snowball fight. karambugman is the only police officer to be seen with a
hat, although he is the only one to be wearing one with a flat brim, which is typical of that particular era in police uniforms. karambugman is the name of a comedy duo in india, although the latter half of the name is a reference to the game itself, as in the game's instruction manual. karambugman is mentioned in the game's character bible. [6] long
john silver is a character in the television series treasure island. he is the only pirate in the lego series that is not directly a spoof of a historical pirate figure. he first appears in lego island and then appears briefly in the cutscenes and the intro to lego island 2. his head is made of a black-and-white checkered pirate flag. he is the only pirate whose face
is not generic; instead, it is in a pointy-nosed style. he is more serious than previous pirates, and has a large tattoo on his left arm, which reads "i'm long john silver". he seems to be obsessed with treasure, and demands either its return or he will kill the player. he is defeated when the player defeats him in a snowball fight, and he is also defeated
when he falls off a cliff, but can still be seen when he is floating in the air. he is mentioned in the lego game's character bible. [7]
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dr. clickitt (a play on his name makes clickitt) is a doctor. he is a friend of ed mail. he is exclusive to the first game. he runs the hospital where he performs surgery on an injured ocelot and treats a human with an arrowhead. dr. clickitt makes an appearance in the opening and ending of the game. in the opening, he performs surgery on a minifigure
that was injured on an island, possibly implying that he is the one who originally injured him. in the ending, he and ed mail are seen accepting an award for the "most improved hospital". [7] camilla greenbase is a female lego character who is exclusive to the first game. she is a friend of red greenbase and shiney. she has green hair and a white outfit.

she often goes cycling. camilla greenbase makes an appearance in the opening and ending of the game. [10] ogel is the main antagonist of the series. he is a lego character exclusive to the first game. he is mostly seen in his jail cell, the only jail cell on the island, located near the police station at an off-shore dock. anytime he is interacted with he
usually mocks the currently played character, such as each playable characters' disability. he was initially constructed by the infomaniac as his first friend, but when the infomaniac mentioned that he might create other minifigures, the brickster became furious, and escaped to create his own island - ogel island. his main goal is to de-construct the

island. in the game's opening cinematic, he apparently has escaped and steals the helicopter, briefly flying by later, possibly obtaining the power brick and about to cause trouble. 5ec8ef588b
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